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ABSTRACT 

Semantic standards should play an important role in achieving inter-organizational interoperability. Millions are spent on 
development and adoption of these standards, but does it lead to interoperability? This important question is not often 
addressed. In this study interoperability in the Dutch temporary staffing industry is studied by focusing on the quality of the 
SETU standard and its implementations in practice. Our results show that although the SETU standard is equipped for 
achieving interoperability, this in practice has not been achieved due to low quality implementations. We raise the question 
why these studies are not being performed on every standard. Another result is that localizations (profiles) may be needed for 
high quality standards; without localizations interoperability is limited in the SETU case. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The importance of achieving interoperability in many industries is challenging but has great impact. Studies of the US 
automobile sector, for example, estimate that insufficient interoperability in the supply chain adds at least one billion dollars 
to operating costs, of which 86% is attributable to data exchange problems (Brunnermeier et al. 2002). Later studies 
mention5 billion dollars for the US automotive industry and 3.9 billion dollars for the electro technical industry, both 
representing an impressive 1.2% of the value of shipments in each industry (Steinfield et al. 2011). The adoption of standards 
to improve interoperability in the automotive, aerospace, shipbuilding and other sectors could save billions (Gallaher et al. 
2002).   

The already huge importance of standards and interoperability will continue to grow. Networked business models are 
becoming indisputable reality in today’s economy (Legner et al. 2007). A recent Capgemini study concludes that to be ready 
for 2020 companies need to “significantly increase their degree of collaboration as well as their networking capability” (Falge 
et al. 2012). 

Standards are important for ensuring interoperability (Rada 1993). “Standards are necessary both for integration and for 
interoperability” (Dogac et al. 2008). “Adopting standards-based integration solutions is the most promising way to reduce 
the long-term costs of integration and facilitate a flexible infrastructure” (Chari et al. 2004). Some go even further: “Inter-
organizational collaboration requires systems interoperability which is not possible in the absence of common standards” 
(Gerst et al. 2005). And the potential of standards, in relation to the problematic introduction of proprietary solutions, is 
shown in a case study from the automotive industry (Steinfield et al. 2011).   

There is hardly any research on the achievements of semantic standards in achieving interoperability. A survey among 
semantic standards organizations shows that the vast majority believe that their standards can be improved, and that 
improvements will lead to more interoperable systems. However, standard developers need statistical support to find the 
needed improvements (Folmer et al. 2011).  
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BACKGROUND 

Semantic standards defined 

Semantic standards reside at the presentation and application layer of the OSI model (Steinfield et al. 2007). They include 
business transaction standards, inter-organizational information system (IOS) standards, ontologies, vocabularies, messaging 
standards, document-based, e-business, horizontal (cross-industry) and vertical industry standards. The often used examples 
are RosettaNet for the electro technical industry, HealthLevel7 for the health care domain, HR-XML for the human resources 
industry and Universal Business Language (UBL) for procurement. Semantic standards are designed to promote 
communication and coordination among organizations; these standards may address product identification, data definitions, 
business document layout, and/or business process sequences (adapted from (Steinfield et al. 2007)). 

Quality measured in application: Relevance and Completeness  

Zhu & Wu have introduced how relevance and completeness can be measured in standards’ implementations (Zhu et al. 
2009; Zhu et al. 2010; Zhu et al. 2011). The completeness and relevancy of the same data standard can be different to 
different users. Further, they can be different between an individual user and the user community. To formalize the metrics, 
let the S be the set of data elements specified in the data standard, Ui be the data elements required by the user i. From the 
user i’s perspective, the metrics can be defined as (Zhu & Wu 2010) 

Completenessi =
Ui ∩ S

Ui

, and Relevancyi =
Ui ∩ S

S
 

From the user community’s perspective, the metrics can be defined as 

  

Completenessc =
UiiU( )I S

UiiU
, and 

  

Relevancyc =
UiiU( )I S

S
 

Although the concept of completeness and relevancy is a limited, incomplete view on standard quality, it is an important 
contribution since it is the only notion of quality in practice that can be objectively measured using a large number of data 
instances.  

Zhu and Wu focused on the standard of public financial reporting in US based on US-GAAP (United States Generally 
Accepted Accounting Principles). This reporting standard is one of the most important standards based on XBRL (Extensible 
Business Reporting Language). Thousands of companies are mandated to report quarterly and annual financial reports to US 
Stock and Exchange Commission, using the US-GAAP XBRL standard. Applying automated tools to thousands of public 
financial reports, Zhu and Wu were able to perform a series of analyses on the quality of US-GAAP XBRL standard and 
interoperability of public financial reports, including trend and industry-based analyses. Most importantly, Zhu and Wu’s 
studies produced a number of practical suggestions to both the standard defining body and standard users/implementers (i.e. 
the individual reporting companies), which may substantially improve standard compliance and data interoperability.  

The XBRL standard in Zhu and Wu’s studies are used in financial reports, which are relatively static information. No 
researchers have yet studied the quality of electronic standards used for dynamic business processes, using similar 
implementation-based metrics. 

THE SETU STANDARD 

SETU previously stood for the Stichting Elektronische Transacties Uitzendbranche (foundation for electronic transactions in 
the staffing industry), but nowadays SETU is only used as name, without the abbreviation since the scope has broadened 
from temporary staffing to all staffing related data exchange. The SETU standard is a semantic standard supporting the 
processes of flexible staffing in trying to achieve interoperability between different actors in the business processes related to 
flexible staffing. The staffing industry consists of a large number of customers and suppliers, and increasingly relies on 
electronic transactions. Figure 1 illustrates the staffing processes. 
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Figure 1 - The process of temporary staffing 

The SETU standard has been acclaimed by the Dutch government for achieving interoperability within the process of hiring 
temporary staffers through staffing organizations. Since May 2009, SETU is listed on the “comply or explain” list, which 
means that every (semi) public organization in the Netherlands has to comply with using the SETU standard when ordering 
temporary staffing is executed electronically. Achieving this status implies that SETU passed the process of the Dutch 
government, suggesting that SETU is expected to be of high quality.  

SETU is a set of specifications, including XML Schemas, for amongst others assignments, timecards, and invoices related to 
temporary staffing. It is a Dutch localization of the international HR-XML standard (Van Hillegersberg & Minnecre, 2009). 
SETU standardizes additional rules on top of HR-XML, and thereby limits the options within HR-XML. An instance that 
validates correctly with HR-XML does not necessarily comply with SETU. However the other way around is always true: 
Each instance that is SETU compliant is compliant to HR-XML as well.  

Since SETU uses the same XML Schema files as HR-XML, the additional rules are captured within text (the SETU 
specifications) and the business rules in Schematron. The SETU standard comprises of different sub standards, our focus is 
on SETU standard for invoicing version 1.1, which is freely available on www.setu.nl. 
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RESEARCH APPROACH 

On a high level we want to know if we can assess the quality of the standard by assessing the implementations of the 
standard.  We study this question by performing a case study on the SETU standard. We selected this standard because it is 
important to workforce mobility and integration, and is highly acclaimed for its quality, adoption success and business 
savings. Our main research question is: What is the quality of the SETU standard and its implementations?  

To be able to answer this question we have to analyze the implementations of the SETU standard and search for (avoidable) 
errors that negatively affect the quality of both standard and implementations. The SETU standard has to be compared with 
other standards in terms of quality but so far only quality results from XBRL are available for comparison. 

Our second research aim is to study whether this implementation measuring approach is useful in identifying improvement 
suggestions for semantic standards. In this specific case we will identify improvement suggestions for the SETU standard. In 
other words, can our approach be used as quality assessment instruments requested by standard developers (Folmer et al. 
2011)?  

Data Collection  

For our research approach we need to collect data of SETU implementations. One of the authors contacted the main staffing 
organizations and system providers that together have the vast majority in market share of temporary staffing in the 
Netherlands.  

Data of four large staffing organizations has been gathered, just as the data from 3 system providers, which have been 
anonymized. In total 54 “messages” have been gathered including 32 timecards and 22 invoices. These messages are 
instantiations based on the SETU standards: For instance a specific invoice for worker X, week Y, sent by staffing 
organization A to staffing customer B. The data then contains invoices from staffing organizations to staffing customers. 
There is some overlap in data, since the staffing customer may overlap for different instantiations of staffing organizations. 
Also, some staffing organizations make extensively use of system providers. Therefore the data gathered from the system 
providers may include the same data as received from a staffing organization.   

Validation Process 

As first step we decided to take one set of message: the invoices. From our data set 22 are invoices, of which 2 have the same 
system-staffing organization – staffing customer configuration and will therefore have the same characteristics. These two 
have been removed from the data set. Our approach consisted then of 3 steps: 

1. Validate the messages in the SETU eValidator. This Validation Service is available at www.setu.nl and validates the 
instances three way: a. XML well-formedness, b. XML Schema validation and c. Business Rules validation. The 
latter is a set of Schematron expressions that has been set up by the SETU organization that encapsulates additional 
rules described in the SETU specification that cannot be validated with XML Schema. 

2. Count the usage of elements within the implementations; by doing that we find frequently used or totally unused 
elements. 

3. Analyze and calculate metrics. Within this step we analyze the previous results and calculate error percentages and 
the completeness and relevance metrics. 
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Figure 2 - eValidator Holistic View 

Figure 2 shows the eValidator holistic viewpoint for step 1 of the validation, while figure 3 captures a screenshot of the usage 
of the validation tool of step 1.  
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Figure 3 – Validation tool of SETU 

SETU INVOICE MEASUREMENT RESULTS FOR THE INVOICE STANDARD 

This section contains the results of the measurement of the SETU invoice implementations. We will start by explaining the 
validation results, followed by looking at more details into the data elements. Finally we will discuss the results on relevance 
and completeness metrics. 

Validation Errors 

Table 1 contains the validation results.  The name is the usage scenario and shows the origin of the invoice. The columns of 
errors contain respectively XML structure errors, HR-XML schema validation errors and SETU business rules errors. 
Although most errors are counted by occurrences, when structure errors occur the tool may exit immediately and therefore a 
yes/no is used for scoring. 
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# 
Name 

Structure 
Errors 

Schema 
Errors 

Rule    
Errors 

Total 
Errors 

1 StafOrg1-StafCust1 No 0 2 2 

2 StafOrg1-StafCust2 No 0 2 2 

3 StafOrg1-StafCust3 No 0 2 2 

4 StafOrg1-StafCust4 No 0 2 2 

5 StafOrg1-StafCust5 No 0 2 2 

6 StafOrg1-StafCust6 No 0 2 2 

7 StafOrg2-StafCust1 No 0 3 3 

8 StafOrg2-StafCust2 No 0 1 1 

9 StafOrg2-StafCust3 No 0 3 3 

10 StafOrg2-StafCust4 No 0 3 3 

11 StafOrg3-StafCust3 No 1 2 3 

12 StafOrg3-StafCust4 No 11 14 25 

13 StafOrg4-StafCust1 No 0 4 4 

14 StafOrg4-StafCust2 No 0 4 4 

15 StafOrg4-StafCust3 No 16 4 20 

16 System1-StafOrg1-StafCust1 No 0 2 2 

17 System1-StafOrg1-StafCust2 No 0 2 2 

18 System1-StafOrg2-StafCust3 No 0 2 2 

19 System1-StafOrg3-StafCust4 No 1 -* 1* 

20 System3-StafOrg1-StafCust1 Yes 7 3 10 

 Invoice Errors  36 59 95 

Table 1 – Validation results SETU invoice 

Validation data explanation 

The * denotes the fact that due to the schema errors the business rules validation was cancelled. We received more invoices 
of the system implementations, but since these have the same errors we excluded them from the data set. This is logical since 
when the invoice standard is implemented in the system of the staffing organizations, even if we collect 1, 10 or 1000 
instances of the invoice, they will all have the same errors. System2 is excluded from this set because it has only timecards 
implemented and no invoices. 

The implementations gathered from an organization often contain the same characteristics and errors. For example Staffing 
Organization 1 succeeded in their implementation to avoid schema errors. Some staffing organizations have their own ICT 
implementation, while others use a system from a software vendor. 

StaffingOrg 4, has 16 schema errors which are in fact the same error that returns in many places.  It shows that the number of 
errors in itself is not always useful. For instance if the amount is missing on an invoice line, and there are 20 invoice Lines, 
than it will count as 20 rule errors. 

These explanations show that the analysis is valuable, however carefulness is needed when quantifying measurements.  
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Validation data analysis 

It is valuable to summary the numbers of implementations that have or have not errors. Some statistics:   

• 1 out of 20 is not well-formed, and has basic structure errors 

• 5 out of 20 have basic XML Schema error and do not validate against schema 

• 19 out of 19 (100%) have Business Rules error and do not comply to the SETU standard 

The first two statistics are easily manipulated by changing the data set, but still it is remarkable that these errors exist in 
practice. The fact that 100% contain business rules errors and no instance is SETU compliant is even more remarkable. If we 
look in detail into the errors: 

• XML Schema errors: 

A wide range of “clumsy” errors. For instance incorrect use of date notation within  DocumentDateTime element, a 
missing element, or usage of a non-existent value from the code list. All these errors can be easily avoidable. 

• Business Rules: 

In contrast to the XML Schema errors, the Business Rules errors have a lot of similarities in all implementations. 
We found two groups of errors: 

Group 1: The usage of “SupplierParty”, “BillToParty” and “RemitToParty” leads to many errors. 

Group 2: The usage of “Invoice Lines” without “Amount” or “Price per Quantity”. 

It seems like implementers have difficulties with using these elements correctly. This might indicate that the 
specification is not clear about how to use these elements. 

Data Elements 

Figure 4 shows the data elements within the SETU invoice standard.  
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Figure 4 – SETU invoice data elements 

Our analysis shows that several data elements from the standard are never used within our data set. These unused elements 
are: DiscountAmount, DiscountPercentage, DepartmentCode, and CostCenterName. On the other hand there are several data 
elements that are used in every instance: DocumentDateTime, Header, Id, IdValue, Invoice, Line, LineNumber, 
PercentQuantity,TaxBaseAmount,Total,TotalAmount,TotalTax,Type. The customer reporting requirement module is a set of 
optional elements that allow flexible usage for specific needs of staffing customers. The most used items of the customer 
reporting requirements are listed in table 2. 

Element Count 

PurchaseOrderLineItem 14 

AdditionalRequirement 12 

CostCenterCode 10 

PurchaseOrderNumber 8 

CustomerReferenceNumber 6 

CostCenterName 2 

ProjectCode 1 

Table 2 – Most used items from Customer Reporting Requirements 

The list of frequencies of these optional elements provides many insights. For instance since PurchaseOrderLineItem is used 
that often it might be questioned whether it should be mandatory.  

Additional to the optional elements within the Customer Reporting Requirements, the SETU standard allows users to define 
custom fields in the  “AdditionalRequirement” element. Out the 22 invoices, 16 of them have defined AdditionalRequirement 
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with the list of custom fields below. Several organizations independently developed same or similarly-titled custom fields, 
which may suggest a need for these elements to be included in the SETU standard. 

requirementTitle="TotalHours" 

requirementTitle="geboortedatum" 

requirementTitle="Postcode" 

requirementTitle="werkweeknummer" 

requirementTitle="plaatsingsnummer" 

requirementTitle="TotalHours" 

requirementTitle="Weeknr." 

requirementTitle="Uitzendkracht" 

requirementTitle="Jaar" 

requirementTitle="MP_Omschrijving_Factuur" 

requirementTitle="Correctietekst" 
 

Completeness and Relevance 

HR-XML standard contains 385 elements. SETU invoicing standard defined 78 elements, 55 of which are from the HR-XML 
standard. Considering SETU as the user of the HR-XML standard, the relevancy of HR-XML is 14.29%, while the 
completeness is 70.51%.  

Standard User Standard Completeness Relevancy 

SETU HR-XML 55/78 = 70.51% 55/385 = 14.29% 

SETU community SETU Invoicing 
Standard 

1 74/78 = 94.87% 

SETU community 
considering 
AdditionalRequirement 
as custom elements 

SETU Invoicing 
Standard 

74/85 = 87.06% 74/78 = 94.87% 

Table 3 – SETU results on completeness and relevance 

All invoices in our data collection are specified using elements specified in SETU.  For SETU community, most of the 78 
SETU elements have been used in invoices. The relevancy of SETU invoicing standard is 94.87%. All elements used in 
invoices are defined in SETU invoicing standard, therefore its completeness is 1. However, if the custom fields in 
AdditionalRequirement are considered as custom elements, the completeness of SETU standard in the context of our data 
collection is 87.06%.  

DISCUSSION 

Most remarkable is the outcome that no single instance is a correct implementation of the standard.  The SETU workgroup 
should analysis these results. But based on these results we suggest:  

• To clarify the use of SupplierParty, RemitToParty and BillToParty 

• To clarify the use of Invoice Lines that requires amounts and price per quantity. 

• To remove the unused elements: this makes implementations easier 

• To change the cardinality to mandatory of the always used elements: again, this makes implementations easier 

• Analyze the results of the usage of the customer reporting module 
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Remarkable is that we used the eValidator in our study, which is accessible through the SETU.NL website. Our results make 
it questionable if this validation tool is currently used by the SETU implementers. We guess that the quality of the 
implementations would have been better if the implementers had used the validation service freely available to them. 

Comparison of SETU and XBRL results 

Zhu and Wu (2011)’s study finds that for the US-GAAP XBRL user community, the completeness of US-GAAP standard is 
32.12% and the relevancy is 19.29%. Their study is based on all annual financial reports that have been submitted to US 
Stock and Exchange Commission as of 2010. SETU invoicing standard seems to have a better fitness for use by the staffing 
community. As measured by our data collection, SETU invoicing standard’s completeness is 87.06%, and relevancy is 
94.87%. However, note that if the data collection is larger, such as if we were able to collect all invoices from the staffing 
community in Netherlands, the completeness of SETU invoicing standard would have been somewhat lower (considering 
custom fields in AdditionalRequirement as custom elements). Also, financial reports are much more complex than timesheets 
and invoices. The US-GAAP standard has more than 12000 elements and is much more complex than the SETU invoicing 
standard. The lower fitness for use of US-GAAP XBRL standard, as measured by completeness and relevancy, can be partly 
attributed to its complexity. 

The results show the value of having localizations on top of broader semantic standards (such as HR-XML), in line with 
earlier findings that localizations are essential for interoperability (Brutti et al. 2011).  

CONCLUSIONS 

This paper has shown an analysis of the implementations of a semantic standard. The quality of SETU implementations is 
highly questionable since no single instance proved to be a correct implementation. The quality of SETU standard seems to 
be ok compared to other electronic standards such as US-GAAP XBRL standard in financial reporting. 

We have provided valuable results to the SETU standards organization, in two ways: 

1. The low quality of the implementations raises the question what the SETU organization can do to improve the 
implementations. Education, mandatory validation, or even certification might be solutions. 

2. The analysis is currently used for an improvement project within SETU. The analysis of element usage frequency and the 
two groups of frequent errors might lead to changes in new version of the standard. 

We have provided supporting evidence to earlier claims that localizations (profiles) are needed for achieving interoperability. 
But our study also shows that it is not enough to have a single view on standard quality, especially when studying the 
interoperability effect of standards. SETU scored almost perfectly on completeness and relevance, but still interoperability 
was questionable due to low quality of implementations. The other way around could be said for other standards. At 
minimum an interoperability achievement study should include a study of: 

• Completeness and Relevance of the standard 

•  Validity of standards’  implementation 

It is remarkable that no semantic standardization organizations are using above measures to improve their standards, or other 
quality measurement approaches (Folmer, 2012). Based on our research we strongly advise all semantic standardization 
workgroups to perform such an analysis and improve the standards or set up policies to improve implementations. 
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